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CHAPTER 8

Formalizing theories of development:
a fugue on the orderliness of change
Scott F. Gilbert and Jonathan Bard

A pluralism of developmental
perspectives
This essay must be tempered throughout with hu
mility. In the past 50 years, developmental biol
ogy has recapitulated in rapid order the Industrial
Revolution's succession of creator from person (or
ganism), to apparatus (cell, molecule), to algorithm
(program). In 50 more years, we will be very lucky
if our essays are considered 'prescient,' because it
is doubtful that they will be considered 'science' by
those standards (see Fliisser, 1987).
We also should not be confined by the 'progres
sive' flow of such displacement from organism to
program. Indeed, the notion that these different lev
els of agency succeed and displace one another is a
Modernist notion that should be avoided. Creation,
as Paul Weiss (1967,1977) noted in his early systems
theories of development, is found at all levels—the
molecular, the cellular, the tissue, the organismal,
and the ecologicaP—through the integration and
recombination of lower-level entities into higherlevel orders, and through the selection of viable
possibilities by the upper-level agents. In studying
this re-ordering, it is important to remember that
while lower-level orders are the components of
^ Interestingly, the molecular level, which is 'lower^ than
the biological levels, may have become a biological level after
its appropriating a particular context within the cell. Newman
(2012; this book) hypothesizes that the morphological proper
ties of cell division, migration, and ordering were originally
physical ('generic') properties of semi-solid deformable ma
terials that later became taken over and canalized by the ge
nome ('genetic'). At this later stage, the molecular level could
become part of the biological levels of organization.

higher-level orders, the higher-level orders provide
the context/niche for selecting possible lower-level
structures (see Auletta, 2011; El-Hani & Emmeche,
2000; Ellis, 2012; Longo et al., 2012; Soto et al., 2009).
We should also respect a plurality of explanatory
perspectives (Pirsig, 1974; Winther, 2011). In his
analysis of part-whole explanations, Winther (2011)
catalogues three major modes of developmental ex
planation: (i) structuralist (top-down) explanation,
in which emergent organization is what needs to
be explained and mathematical-logical formalisms
carry the weight of explanation; (ii) mechanistic
(bottom-up) explanation, in which parts and their
causal interactions can explain developmental phe
nomena; and (iii) historical explanation, where de
velopment (both of parts and wholes) is placed in a
larger, evolutionary, narrative. This paper sees such
perspectives as being 'in resonance' with one anoth
er. The metaphor is that of electrons in a benzene
ring. No perspective, alone, provides a complete ac
count of developmental phenomena.

Relations and downward causation
This chapter takes a systems approach to develop
ment in that it tries to step back from the normal
minutiae of developmental phenomena and asks
how should one start to unpack the complexity of
development in a way that captures both the parts
and the whole; and a first step is to look at the rela
tionship between them. Higher-order structure pro
vides the 'interpretation' of the lower-level parts and
processes. Using a linguistic analogy, the statement
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'The party leaders were split on the platform' dem
onstrates that words not only define the sentence
but that the sentence also defines the meaning of
each word. Similarly, the supposedly true headline
'Prostitutes appeal to the Pope' (Russell-Rose, 2011)
shows that context determines the meaning of the
sentence. Bone morphogenic protein 4 (BMP4) can
be a signal for growth, differentiation, or apoptosis
within the same organism. What it does depend
on is the historical context of the cells receiving it.
(This and the other cited developmental examples
are discussed in Gilbert, 2010). As Leo Rosten (2003)
remarked, the sentence 'I should buy two tickets for
her concert?' has seven different meanings depend
ing on which word is emphasized!
Development is all about the interpretation of
relationships. The fertilized egg inherits DNA; it
does not inherit 'genes'. Genes and gene products
are constructed anew in each cell in the developing
embryo by the relationships between DNA, tran
scription factors, and RNA-splicing factors. Only
certain regions of the DNA are constructed into
genes, and different regions of the genome can be
genes m different cell types. Note that the 'gene' is
a higher-order structure than DNA, and that the in
terpretation of 'what is a gene' is done by the cell,
an even higher-order structure (Stotz et al., 2006).
As John Stamatoyarmopoulos (2012: 1603), one of
the leaders of the ENCODE project, recently sum
marized, 'Although the gene has been convention
ally viewed as the fimdamental unit of genomic
organization, on the basis of ENCODE data it is
now compellingly argued that this imit is not the
gene but rather the transcript... On this view, genes
represent a higher-order framework . . . creating a
polyfunctional entity that assumes different forms
under different cell states'.
Oyama (1985) has famously called this 'the on
togeny of information'. The organism does not in
herit a 'program' as much as it inherits DNA and
a cytoplasmic interpretation device (Gilbert, 1991;
Nijhout, 1999). The same programmed music score
can be interpreted in numerous ways by different
orchestras. Every performance is different, even
from the same score and the same orchestra. Indeed,
it must be. Compare, for instance the recording of
Pachelbel's Canon played by the English Chamber
Orchestra imder the baton of Johaimes Somary with

the same piece played by Musica Antiqua Koln, di
rected by Richard Goebel. Moreover, a concert A of
440 Hz is heard very differently when played by a
cello or a trumpet. Even the interpretation of con
cert A differs geographically: concert A is 440 Hz in
the United States and Britain, while it is usually 442
Hz in continental Europe. The interpretation of the
score differs even in the pitch of the notes.
So there must be interaction between score and
instrument (and orchestra, more largely), and there
must be interaction between DNA and transcrip
tion factors. That the performance of a phenotype
depends on its wider context has been long known
by embryologists (see Gilbert & Sarkar, 2000) and is
manifest in four major categories:
(i) Plasticity. Temperature-dependent pigmenta
tion in butterflies, nutrition-dependent caste
determination in hymenopterans, and sitespecific sex determination in certain inverte
brates were all known to early embryologists
(see Hertwig, 1894). More recently, it has been
seen that almost all, if not all, organisms have
some developmental plasticity, and the inherit
ed DNA determines a repertoire of phenotypes,
not a specific phenotype. The environment can
instruct which of the possible phenotypes to
form. Species have evolved such that their ge
nomes are responsive to environmental agents
(see Gilbert & Epel, 2009). It is worth noting
that the model systems often used in develop
mental biology have been specifically selected
for their canalization (i.e. a lack of environmen
tal agency) so that the genetics of development
can be elucidated (Bolker, 2012; Gilbert, 2009).
(ii) Organicism. The parts of the orgeinism deter
mine the development of the whole and the
whole developing organism reciprocally deter
mines the properties of its parts. Lenoir (1982)
has argued that the foimders of modem embry
ology, DdUinger, Pander, von Baer, and Rathke,
subscribed to the organicism set forth in Kant's
Critique of Judgment (quoted in Lenoir, 1982:25).
Said Kant: 'The first principle required for the
notion of an object conceived as a natural pur
pose is that the parts, with respect to both form
and being, are only possible through their rela
tionship to the whole ... Secondly, it is required
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that the parts bind themselves mutually into
the unity of a whole in such a way that they are
mutually cause and effect of one another.' Oskar
Hertwig (1892), one of the leaders of embryol
ogy, proposed organicism as the true middle
groimd between reductionism and vitalism. He
wrote that the parts of the organism develop in
relation to each other, that is, the development of
the part is dependent on the development of the
whole. This was reiterated by Hans Spemann,
who wrote, 'We are standing and walking with
parts of our body which could have been used
for thinking had they developed in another part
of the embryo' (Spemann, 1943:158-159; transl.
by Horder & Weindling, 1986: 219). This emerg
ing order was also thought to be critical to any
philosophy of development by Paul Weiss, who
said, 'Wherever we study such emergent order,
we recognize it to be of tripartite origin, involv
ing (1) elements with an inner order, (2) their
orderly interactions, and (3) an environment fit
to sustain their ordered group behavior' (Weiss,
1955: 296).
(iii) Phenotypic heterogeneity. The same mutation can
produce a different phenotype in different in
dividuals (Nijhout & Paulsen, 1997; Wolf, 1997,
2002). Phenotypic heterogeneity comes about
because genes are not autonomous agents.
Rather, genes interact with other genes and
gene products, becoming integrated into com
plex pathways and networks. Thus, in addition
to developmental plasticity dependent upon
an environment external to the cell, genes can
fimction differently depending on other genetic
parameters. Bellus et al. (1996) foimd that the
effects of the same mutant FGFR3 gene on limb
development differed from person to person,
with the phenotypes ranging from relatively
mild anomalies to potentially lethal malforma
tions. Similarly, the effects of particular mutant
genes causing holoprosencephaly differ in the
different family members having the same mu
tant gene (Dubourg et al., 2004; Marini et al.,
2003). The severity of a mutant gene's effect of
ten depends on the other genes, whose products
have become part of the environment of the
gene, as well as on environmental factors, and
it will take a systems approach to find out how.
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(iv) Co-development. All this regulation occurs
through normal physico-chemical interactions.
No higher-level process occurs in any other
way. However, selection into viable networks
and functional circuits occurs at a higher level,
permitting only a subset of possible networks
to evolve. As Leibniz (1697), one of the philoso
phers who most influenced Darwin, realized,
while all permutations may be possible, very
few will be compossible. By this he meant that
not all possibilities could be actualized, because
not all parts cein function together to make co
herent wholes. Ecosystems are examples of
compossible systems: a squirrel and a whale are
both possible, but not compossible in the same
habitat. The fourth example of such higherlevel phenomena, then, is the 'holobiont' cre
ated by the interactions of the 'host' with its
symbionts. The host and symbiont are united
anatomically, physiologically, immunologically,
developmentally, and even evolutionarily (Gil
bert et al., 2012; Nyholm and McFall-Ngai, this
volume; Pradeu, 2011). Metabolic pathways ini
tiated in the microbial symbiont get completed
in the host, and vice versa; developmental path
ways initiated in the host become completed by
the symbiont, while the symbiont's metabolism
is altered by signals from the host. Indeed, the
gut and immune system of mammals is often
completed by chemical signals originating
from bacterial cells. We are literally 'becoming
together' with the outside environment. Mi
crobes are part of our post-embryonic develop
mental patterning, and the microbiome is our
eleventh organ system.
This tells us that downward causation can be
brought about in several ways. First, entities at
higher levels place constraints on which lower-level
interactions are viable and maintainable. Second,
the parts must be compossible to form a greater
whole. The bacteria that constitute our gut micro
biota are not selected for their species; rather, they
are selected for their functions (Faust et al., 2012;
HMPC, 2012). Third, the higher-level entities also
interpret the lower-level agents: a signal for apopto
sis in one cell is a signal for proliferation in another.
Fibroblast growth factors promote growth in some
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cases and prevent growth in others. The transcrip
tion activated by paracrine factors depends upon
the receiving cell's developmental history.
And there is a fourth mechanism: the higherlevel structures give the physical location in which
the lower-level modules function. For literal 'topdown' causation, one can't beat the dorsal-ventral
patterning of vertebrates or Drosophila. But for these
processes to occur—for the top to become distin
guished from the bottom—one needs the place
ment of mRNAs in particular places within the cell.
The gurken mRNA has to be placed dorsally in the
Drosophila oocyte; the Vgl message has to be placed
ventrally in the amphibian oocyte. Chordin must be
made by the dorsal cells of the vertebrate embryo;
while the homologous protein must be made in the
ventral cells of the fly embryo. And both arise by
the interactions of numerous tissues (see El-Hani,
manuscript submitted). Indeed, the ventral cells of
Drosophila arise only because the Dorsal protein, a
transcription factor, is placed into the ventral cells'
nuclei by interactions between the oocyte and the
ventral follicle cells. If the Dorsal protein enters all
cells, the entire embryo is ventralized. And this is
regulated by the positioning of the gurken mRNA
in the future dorsal region of the oocyte. Thus, the
higher-level cell structure can regulate the places of
transcription factor-gene regulation and so gener
ate patterning.

Relations and upward causation
This phenomenon of 'downward' causation meets
with and interacts with the phenomena of 'upward'
causation. Two principles must be recalled in every
discussion of upward causation in embryology.
First, there is Haraway's principle (2008: 25-26) that
'relationships are the smallest possible pattern for
analysis'. Information is not about essence; it is about
relations. This is germane to the above discussion and
will be continued in the discussion below. Second,
development acts almost exclusively through stereo
complementarity (Gilbert & Greenberg, 1984). Stere
ocomplementarity is the interaction between shapes,
and it is one of the great unifying principles of biology.
It is literally 'fitness', that is, things that fit together:
enzymes/substrates; antibodies/antigens; DNA/
transcription factors; paracrine factors/receptors;

sperm/egg; the interlocking components of signal
transduction pathways; the interlocking components
of ribosomes. Keys must fit only into certain locks.
It is all 'copulation', UteraUy, the binding together.
Thus, information in development is about the inter
action of complementary shapes. Our 'information'
is in-form-ation. That is, information takes shape; it is
not abstract, although the rules for interactions may
become so. Rather, even though we may represent
information flow with arrows to indicate causation,
direction, and temporality, we are really discussing
the interactions of shaped objects.
There are ways other than stereocomplementa
rity through which nature transfers information.
Mechanical transduction is used occasionally in
development, especially in the production of the
circulatory system and skeletal elements (Culver &
Dickinson, 2010; Gilbert & Epel, 2009; Tang et al.,
2004). Frequency, which is used in echolocation
and insect mating systems, is rarely used in devel
opment, the major examples being the predatorinduced hatching of red-eyed tree frog larvae and
the settlement of coral larvae (Vermeij et al., 2010;
Warkentin et al., 2006). Stereocomplementarity
is the major way that information is embodied in
developmental processes. And stereocomplemen
tarity implies reciprocal relation. The stereocomple
mentary molecules mediating gamete recognition
are the fastest diverging proteins known (Palumbi,
2009). And for each change on the protein of one
gamete, there has to be a corresponding change on
the other.
So one might ask: what is the stereocomplemen
tary relation that defines 'reality' for the embryo?
What type of interaction determines whether an
entity is a real (i.e. functional or morphological)
unit for development? Let us consider that the pri
mary emit of reality for the embryo is the enhancertranscription factor relation. If a gene for a marker
protein (such as |i-galactosidase or green fluores
cent protein) is ligated to a promoter, enhancer traps
can determine what the embryo considers 'real'.
This reality might not correspond to adult 'reality'.
Surely, ertiiancers will activate genes in the retina
and the gut tube. But one enhancer will activate
genes in the medial rib, while a different enhancer
will activate genes in the lateral portion of the rib
(Guenther et al., 2008). Apparently, 'lateral rib' is
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an anatomical construction unit recognized by the
embryo. Similarly, enhancer traps of the Drosophila
embryo shows that the embryo comprises numer
ous compartments that are not apparent in the
adult, but which are building units of the embryo
(Buszczak et al., 2007).
But this is just the primary relationship and is in
the nucleus. In order to understand or model cells
and, indeed, embryos, one has to relate what hap
pens in the nucleus to what happens in the cell cy
toplasm and cell membrane.

Scoring development: we all live
in recursive subroutines, recursive
subroutines, recursive subroutines
When one starts to think about the principles that
guide embryogenesis, one might be given the im
pression that all the decades of developmental biol
ogy research have shown is that the development
of a particular simple tissue depends partly on
its parent tissue (lineage) and partly on its neigh
bours (signalling). While its development can be
understood with hindsight, there are still no formal
predictors or rules as to what might happen. De
velopment still lacks the sorts of imderlying princi
ples that make physics tractable and laws that gives
quantitative predictions; one reason is that there
are no elementary particles, and another is that any
laws have proved elusive. Worse, it lacks a natural
notation for writing the score, and that is one area
that is touched on here.
The best that we have been able to do is to bor
row the language of physics and try to constrain as
much of development as possible into differential
equations that describe change and predict perfor
mance, a tradition that started with the classic paper
of Turing (1952) on molecular pattern formation.
Today, there is a considerable amoimt of research in
this area (see Barkai & Perrimon, 2011). Neverthe
less, while there have been impressive successes in
modelling a few phenomena such as signalling path
ways (e.g. Witt et al., 2011), Drosophila segmentation
(Ingolia, 2004) and somitogenesis (Goldbeter &
Pourquie, 2008), general principles that help under
stand development have yet to emerge from this
approach other than to affirm the integral impor
tance of upwards and downwards causation.
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The main reason for this is that development is
very complicated and that what seems a simple de
velopment change is actually underpinned by the
coordinated activity of hundred of proteins. What
one soon notes is that, whatever the embryo, change
is based on a relatively small set of protein networks
whose outputs are the processes that drive pattern
ing, signalling, proliferation, differentiation, and
morphogenesis, and these themes are used over and
over again (Bard, 2013). This simplicity stands in
strong contrast to the complexity of the full devel
opmental score with its swarms of genes, molecules,
and tissues. Table 8.1 gives some idea of the numbers
of these components for the mouse and human. The
figures for protein-coding genes and proteins are well
known; the number of developmental networks and
output actions comes mainly from Gilbert (2010) and
the numbers of tissues from Bard (2012). Figure 8.1
indicates how these events are integrated.
The number of processes is surprisingly small, and
they faU into two groups (Table 8.1 and Table 8.2).
First, there are the gene regulatory networks
(Levine & Davidson, 2008), which comprise ~10
signal-activated networks and an unclear number
of patterning and timing networks. These control
the second group, which we can think of as process
networks that actually lead to phenotypic change:
here there are 5-10 pathways associated with pro
liferation, ~3 apoptosis networks, 5-10 morphoge
netic networks, and a hierarchy of differentiation
pathways (Bard, 2012). The number of high-level
differentiation pathways is less clear because ma
jor cell types have subtypes, but one pointer here
comes from the options available to neural crest
cells. These include mesenchymal cells (bone, mus
cle, cartilage, fibroblasts), epithelia of various sorts,
neurons and neuron-support cells, and melanocytes
but not the other major lineage of blood cells and
their many subtypes. There are perhaps ~10 main
Table 8.1 Levels and numbers.
Protein-coding genes

35 000

Proteins

-70 000

Developmental networks

-60

Output processes

-60

Simple tissues

-10 000
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I activates ~{

Gene regulatory
network in tissue 2

I

Process network in
tissue 2

j

Ve.g. the ssh, EGF, &
FGF networks

e.Q. the rho-GTPase,

VMM

Growth
process

•

: apoptosis, ,
^ proliferation ;

c.g. GtMs, RTKs,
ECM components ' j

Figure 8.1 Graph showing the effects of signalling pathways. Examples are in darker grey boxes. The 'is a' link represents a typing or
classification. Examples are in grey boxes. (From Bard, 2011b. Reproduced with permission from John Wiley & Sons.)
Table 8.2 Some major networks whose output are the processes that drive development.
Gene regulatory networks

Process networks

Signalling

Differentiation to

Morphogenesis

ERK/MAPK
FGF,JAK/STAT
Notch-delta
Shh, SMAD
TGFP,VEGF,Wnt

haematopoiesis lineage
erythroid lineage
lymphocyte lineage
myeloid lineage
epithelium
mesenchyme
chondrocyte
fibroblast
muscle
osteoblast
neuron
neuron-support cell
pigment-producing cell

boundary formation
(Eph-ephrin)
epithelium
branching
folding
migration
rearrangement
mesenchyme
adhesion
migration

Patternina

Hox patterning
RTK patterning
Notch oscillator system
signalling gradients (e.g. Shh)
etc.
Timina

Apoptosis

caspase,fas
cellular apoptosis

Nothing is known of these
Proliferation

cyclin-i-downstream events

cell differentiation routes. Taking a broad brush to
the topic, there are ~50 major processes that imderpin development (perhaps 60 if we allow for the
possibility that a few more will be discovered), with
some having several outputs (Figure 8.2).

These leitmotifs are used over and over again in
each complex, multicellular animal as it develops. The
fine details are not of course the same in each: evo
lutionary change means that the exact details of the
networks and their outputs vary from organism to
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organism and from tissue to tissue. It should also be
pointed out that the repertoire of developmental net
works (Table 8.2) excludes the many more networks
that 'run' the biochemical, physiological, and neuro
logical systems. Nevertheless, if there is any underly
ing simplicity to be foimd in developmental biology,
it centres around a basic set of molecular networks^
whose outputs are the processes that drive embryogenesis (Figure 8.1). Not that these networks are
^ What are called networks here are more commonly called
pathways. The former is the preferable term because these assem
blages of proteins often include alternate routes and end-points.
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simple: they contain ~10-50 interacting proteins (see
http:/ / www.sabiosciences.com/pathwaycentral.
php and Figure 8.2). While elucidating the compo
nents and the organization of these networks has
been a triumph of the last decade of research in mo
lecular genetics, we still don't know how they work
qualitatively, let alone quantitatively.

Processes are the subroutines
of development
It is easiest to see how frequently the same process
es are used by looking at the emerging anatomy of a
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vertebrate, in which similar structures are produced
across the embryo. In the mouse, for example, there
are -200 long bones, >50 vertebrae, and many ex
amples of muscles, ligaments, neuronal nuclei and
ganglia, and bifurcating tubes. Similar structures
are produced over and over again with minor,
locale-specific features that do no more than tinker
with the numerical parameters of the process. The
central difference between a femur and a phalange,
for example, is only one of scale: the former is -40
times the length of the latter. The development of
classes of standard modules is ubiquitous across
complex organisms and reflects the regular and fre
quent use of the processes that build these modules,
albeit that their activities are modulated by local
molecular constraints.
Modular development has an interesting impli
cation within a systems context. There has been
some discussion in the literature as to whether part
at least of the genome should be viewed, metaphor
ically at least, as a database of genomic information
available to developing cells (e.g. Noble, 2010). In
deed, it is hard not to visualize the networks that
generate dynamic processes as being the output
of genomic subroutines that are used in many dif
ferent contexts. This metaphor can be taken a little
further: as program subroutines have outputs that
depend on their input parameters, so the output of
process subroutines depend on the details of the cell
types in which they are expressed. Each organism's
development arises from an evolutionarily cana
lized set of compossible subroutines (Huang et al.,
2009; Kauffman, 1987).

sues reflect states, processes reflect activities: they
drive state changes. While the former are nouns, the
latter are verbs!
There turns out to be an area of mathematics
known as graph theory that captures this difference.
A mathematical graph is nothing like a data graph
because it doesn't deal with numerical data. It turns
out that many complex stories can be decomposed
into a series of small facts of the general form

A formal language for development

The use of graphical notation to describe devel
opmental change turns out to be useful in several
ways (Bard, 2011b, 2013). First, the representation is
visual; second, the format is web accessible and can
be linked to other resources; third, the format lends
itself to being updated as new information is dis
covered; fourth, making the graph highlights gaps
in knowledge and so suggests experiments; fifth,
it shows the centrality of the relation as the funda
mental imit of development. Nevertheless, the for
mat does have limitations. It is not easy, for example

The language of differential equations is sadly of
limited applicability for development: we just don't
know enough about the participants, their interac
tions, or their rate constants to be able to use the
alphabet of mathematics to describe what is going
on. The events of development do, however, give
us some clues as to how to start describing things
with some formality. Development involves events
at levels from the genome through gene expression,
signalling, networks, and processes, to tissues. In
this list, it is clear that processes stand out as differ
ent: while genes, protein, networks, cells, and tis

<state 1> <relationship 1> <state 2>^

Each is, for obvious reasons, known as a triplet and
a given state can be involved in two or more triplet.
For a given story, the set of linked triplets comprise
the mathematical graph. For development, these
triplet relationships are mainly of the form
<noun a> <verb x> <noun b>

where the norms may be anything from a tissue to a
cell to a network to a molecule, and verbs reflect pro
cesses (differentiates into, migrates, apoptoses, etc.).
In practice, each triplet can be seen as a simple fact,
with the relationship often being the activity or process
that drives the change (e.g. <SHH><activatesxthe
shh signalling pathway>, where shh stands for the
signaUmg protein sonic hedgehog). The other core
relationship is <is_a> and this is used as a classifica
tion tag (e.g. <ectoderm> <is_a> <epithelium>). Here,
it is worth noting that Figure 8.1 is actually a formal
graph.

Developmental change and the notation
of graphs

^ In graph theory, the standard terminology is <node>
<edge> <node>.
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to represent the internal structure of chemical reac
tions and biochemical pathways: they either need
the insertion of dummy intermediates or they re
quire a richer formulation than triplets (see www.
sbgn.org/). A more difficult problem is including
the full complexity of a developmental event: rep
resenting the networks underpinning the processes
other than by their names would be imwieldy. In
practice, this could only be done by listing the tri
plets and handling them computationally.
It turns out that many developmental phenom
ena can be represented as a graph where the nodes
are biological entities scaling from proteins up
wards and the edges are relationships (Bard, 2011b);
and there are several advantages in doing this:
(i) They unpack the complexity of development
by reducing it to a set of simple but integrated
facts, albeit that the set may be quite large.
(ii) Extra triplets can be added as new parts of the
story are discovered.
(iii) Where nodes have ontology IDs, links to asso
ciated data can be included.
(iv) IDs from PubMed can be used as citations of
facts
There are, however, further advantages in repre
senting the graphs as diagrams that show the gen
eral organization. For developmental biology, these
include:
(v) They emphasize that control of development
is widely distributed.
(vi) Gaps in the diagram highlight areas where fur
ther work is needed.
(vii) Colour can be used to reduce the complexity of
the narrative.
Together, these advantages mean that the math
ematical graph can be seen as a terse, updatable
review of a developmental event. Further, because
databases are continually being upgraded with
new data, the ID links ensure that the associated
data is also up to date. This is not to suggest that the
graphical notation should be seen as a step towards
a more general theory but rather that the formalism
articulates the sort of clarity that makes theoriza
tion one step easier.
The information required to make a graph of how
change takes place in an embryo comes from experi
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mentation, and not only involves signals and the ac
tivation of processes but also a clear imderstanding
of what these processes do. Some of this information
is not yet available, and the resulting graphs will
skate over some details (e.g. a network can be rep
resented by a single node rather than by a intricate
sub-graph whose details may not be germane to the
problem being considered). Things are more com
plicated where morphogenesis takes place, as the
final structure will not only depend on signals and
networks but on such as physical activity by cells
that is constrained by the geometry of the tissues
(Figure 8.3). In a sense though, making the triplets
and so producing the formal representation of the
developmental event is relatively straightforward.
Integrating all this information for a real example
in a single clear diagram is often hard to do, partly
because so much is going on and partly because
it can be difficult to maintain the sense of the dy
namics. One trick that is helpful here is to embed
molecular nodes within the blocks for the tissues.
Another is to use different colours for different as
pects of the diagram. Note that a classic graph, the
London Underground map, where the relationship
is <connects with>, uses colours to distinguish paths
through the network.
An example clarifies this. All developing tissues,
once they reach a critical size, need a blood sup
ply, and this is achieved by the local mesenchyme
secreting the signal protein vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF). Research on mouse embryos
has shown that this signal diffuses into the local
environment, providing a concentration gradient
that decreases with distance. Receptors on nearby
blood vessels bind this signal, signal transduction
activates the proliferation pathway locally, NotchDelta activation ensures that the new cells form a
single capillary, and this extends up the concentra
tion gradient towards and into the original tissue
(for reviews, see Chung & Ferrara, 2011; Suchting
et al., 2007). There are some 30 small facts associ
ated with this event, and each can be described as
a triplet (with further triplets linking these facts
with the original publications, as stored in Pub
Med, Gene Ontology and GXD, the mouse geneexpression database).
The key elements of the data on angiogenesis are
shown in a graphical representation in Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.3 A graph showing the modelling of morphogenesis either by the downstream effects of gene activity (upper example Is the effect
of extracellular matrix production) or through existing boundary effects in the environment (lower example is a collagen track used for contact
guidance). (From Bard, 2011b. Reproduced with permission from John Wiley & Sons.)

The use of shading and the embedding of molecu
lar nodes within tissue ones enable the key features
to be easily grasped. While links to gene-expression
data and PubMed citations could be added, they
would make the graph imwieldy, but could be in
cluded, with some trouble but little difficulty in a
formal listing of the triplets. One advantage of the
pictorial representation is that it becomes easy to
see gaps in the story. Obvious questions that are yet
to be answered are: how is blood circulation estab
lished, what is the range of the VEGF gradient, and
how is Notch activated?
It should be emphasized that this graph is pro
duced to demonstrate that the complexities of de
velopment can be represented in a compact visual
format rather than a computational entity. While
mathematicians will correctly assert that using a

single triplet is inadequate to describe complex
chemical interactions, the diagram does however
provide an intuitive and clear understanding or
what is going on. Equally important, this represen
tation shifts the focus from the signal that activates
angiogenesis to the actual process of angiogenesis.
The different shades represent tissue states, pro
cesses, and networks, and it is worth pointing out
that, in the graphical context, all nodes and all lev
els have equal status—there is no preferred level, a
well-known property of systems biology analyses
(Noble, 2010).

Discussion and conclusion
As was said in the opening section, this chapter
takes a systems approach to development in that
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Figure 8.4 A graph describing some of the core events underpinning angiogenesis. Tissues are in darker boxes while molecular events
are in lighter boxes, and processes are in pale boxes. (From Bard, 2011b. Reproduced with permission from John Wiley & Sons.)

it tries to step back from the normal minutiae of
developmental phenomena. Perhaps the key point
that it makes is that development always involves
all levels from the genome to the environment, with
causation working in both directions mainly to acti
vate ~60 networks whose outputs are the processes
that drive development (see Saetzler et al., 2011).
In the wider context, a theory of develop
ment cannot be a subset of a theory of genetics
because much of development is not run by the
genome. Genomic activity is neither cell- nor tissueautonomous but acts as a resource to be activated
by signals from other tissues. Any theory of the de
velopment of a tissue involves the prior history of
that tissue, knowledge of the tissue's environment,
and a description the geometry of that tissue's envi
ronment. The music is written in several parts. In a
wider context, Waddington (1975) was less than im
pressed with a simple genonrdc description of devel
opment, noting that these were three perspectives
on 'diachronic biology'. Gilbert et al. (1996) used the
notion that development is the first derivative of

gene expression, anatomy, and physiology, and that
evolution is the first derivative of development. In
this view, genetics is the means by which the same
processes of development become inherited from
one generation to the next, and evolution is seen as
changes in the developmental processes, thereby
giving new anatomical or physiological properties.
The purpose of this discussion is to look at some of
the implications of this approach.
Development as integrated processes
At first sight, this emphasis on processes might
seem to contradict one of the few general principles
of systems biology, that there is no preferred level
of control. This focus on processes is not, however,
a matter of control or levels, but accepts the reality
that it is only processes that generate actions and
that these can affect anything from a gene up to a
tissue. Actions are verbs and everything else is a
noun! Processes can thus affect change at any level,
and in development the core processes are those
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that cause anatomical changes. An implication of
processes being actions is that it becomes possible
to describe developmental events as mathematical
graphs where the nodes are biological entities (at
any level from molecule to tissue) while the edges
are the processes. One might almost go as far as to
say that such graphs are the natural language for
formally describing development.
Perhaps the greatest limitation of the use of
graphs here is that it is very hard to incorporate into
them the effects of mutation. The limitation is im
portant in two contexts: first, mutation is a key tool
in exploring the function of molecular networks,
and the most that the graphical representation can
do is to indicate where such experimentation might
be helpful; second, mutation is the driver of evolu
tionary change, and an ability to represent this sort
of change graphically would be useful. Neverthe
less, focussing on processes has interesting evolu
tionary implications, mainly because evolutionary
change is essentially mutation-induced develop
mental change that has been selected (changes that
are lost are normally viewed as congenital abnor
malities), as has been apparent for almost a century
(Goldschmidt, 1927).
Simple inspection shows that the key mutations
that have driven anatomical change over the last
few hundred million years are those that affect the
dynamics of developmental processes. In verte
brates, these are for minor patterning and growth:
there is good reason to suggest that, once vertebrates
reached land, most further change was essentially
quantitative. While mutations affect the frmction
of individual proteins, the actual downstream phe
notype depends on the role of that protein within
the networks in which it plays some role. It is cer
tainly sensible to suggest that mutations affect the
dynamics of the networks and so modulate the out
put process (Bard, 2010). This focus on processes
has a further advantage: mutations that affect the
output of processes are integral to the network, so
that those particular mutations are easily inherited
(Bard, 2011a).
Development as performance
If there is any analogy for development, per se, it
is performance. Performance is a mixture of score.

interpretation, and improvisation. The notion of de
velopment as musical performance was mentioned
earlier in this essay, and this conceit can be traced
back at least as far as Karl Ernst von Baer (1864:281):
For that reason, I believe I can compare the various lifeprocesses to musical thoughts or themes and call them
creative ideas, which construct their own bodies them
selves. What we call in music harmony and melody is
here type (the combination of parts) and rhythm (the
sequence of forms).

Comparing development to a symphony or a rhap
sody is not an uncommon trope (see for example,
Keim, 2012; Marino, 2004; Qiu, 2006). Schelling
(1802; Schelling & Schott, 1989) famously remarked
that 'architecture is frozen music', and to those
of us for whom anatomy is architecture (as in the
word Bauplan), the music of development is not fro
zen at all.
In music theory, a chord is a 'simultaneity', a se
ries of different notes, each of which is played at the
same time as the other pitches of its group. Thus, a
chord progression is called a 'succession of simulta
neities'. Chord progressions are the homologies of
music. They are the imderlying xmity amidst the ap
parent diversity. The I-VI-IV-V progression (e.g. CA™-D™/-G^) originated in Western music in the 40s.
It is the imderlying progression of Heart and Soul,
The Way You Look Tonight, and himdreds of others.
The I-IV-I-V (C-F-C-G) theme is also characteris
tic of Western music, although it is a much earlier
clade. It was very common in Elizabethan English
music, and it is still extant, where this progression
forms the basis for Goodnight, Ladies and The Lion
Sleeps Tonight. There are only so many chords that
work together. It's not what's possible. It's what's
compossible.
Evolution occurs by changing development.
Improvisation—playing something novel with oth
er musicians—is not complete freedom. Rather, it is
a mutual understanding of the chord progressions
(Gorow, 2002). A good improviser has to know the
cord changes, even if he or she decides to experi
ment with them. Each improvisation has to work
within the musical context provided by the other
performances. This is the mutually constructed
niche that 'enables' the particular improvisation
(Longo et al, 2012). So not everything is possible.
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But within the rules and within the context, there
is an infinite number of possibilities. Each animal
has most of the same notes. But it is where you play
the notes (in combination with what other notes),
how long you play them, and how loud you play
them, that matter. Homologies are the chord pro
gressions of evolution. Each species is its own song.
Each individual is a performance of that song, with
its own idiosyncratic improvisation on the score.
Graphs may provide the notation by which we can
visualize the score. And we must remember that
each score is not merely for a song, but for a cho
reographed performance of interacting shapes, a
dance. Like dance, development is brought about
by the interacting of pliable surfaces. The 'idea' of
the dance is not the dance, the score, or the fleshy
agents constructing it. The dance is its performance.
Scoring such choreography has been very difficult
and continues to be an active endeavor (Benesh &
Benesh, 1983; Neagle & Ng, 2003).
Thus, development is an ongoing performative
act. It involves a score (DNA), an orchestra for in
terpretation (to choose what DNA is a gene, what
the fimction of BMP4 is in any particular cell, etc.),
and improvisation (regulating gene expression
such that most knockout mice have minimally al
tered phenotypes; altering anatomy by changing
gene expression patterns). Like an ensemble group,
no conductor is needed—just some ion transport as
sperm meets egg is enough to start the show. The re
lationships between cell surfaces generate morpho
genetic fields, tissues, and organs. The body builds
itself as it develops, each whole becoming a part of
something larger that it generates, and each whole
defining the context of its parts. Development is a
creative choreography of molecules, cells, tissues,
organisms, and ecosystems. As each organism is a
new developmental performance, we are left with
Yeats' (1929) question, 'How can we know the danc
er from the dance?'
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